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Although predation has likely played a central role in the evolution of primate socioecology, we currently lack a thorough understanding of how fine-scale variation in perceived predation risk affects primates’ short-term space use patterns and predator avoidance
strategies. We examined the spatial and ecological characteristics of predator encounters, as well as behavioral responses to perceived predation risk, in 5 groups of wild white-faced capuchins (Cebus capucinus) in Costa Rica over a 1.5-year period. Alarm-calling
bouts directed at birds were more likely to originate in high forest strata, whereas alarm-calling bouts at snakes and terrestrial quadrupeds were more likely to originate near the ground. Relative risk maps based on the locations of predator encounters revealed that
high-risk areas for birds and for all guilds combined consisted of more mature forest, whereas low-risk areas for these predators consisted of relatively younger forest. The animals were most vigilant near the ground, which may reflect greater perceived exposure to
snakes and terrestrial predators in lower vertical levels. Incorporating the combined risk function into a predictive model of vigilance
behavior improved prediction relative to null models of uniform risk or habitat-specific risk. Our results suggest that capuchin monkeys
in this study system perceive reduced predation risk in the high and middle forest layers, and they adjust their vigilance behavior to
small-scale spatial variation in perceived risk.
Key words: antipredator behavior, geographic information system, landscape of fear, multipredator environment, predator–prey
interactions, vigilance.

Introduction
Predation has long been considered a fundamental selective pressure over evolutionary time scales, but growing evidence has demonstrated that predation risk—the likelihood of falling prey to a
predator’s attack—can strongly affect an animal’s behavior patterns and space usage over shorter, “ecological time” scales (Lima
and Dill 1990; Lima 1998). Even among animals that are rarely
preyed on, predation risk may exert a powerful influence on behavior because a single failure to avoid a predator can have absolute
and ruinous effects on individual fitness (Lima and Dill 1990;
Stanford 2002). Predation risk can be operationalized in different
ways. Intrinsic risk is the expected predation rate holding antipredator behavior constant or at zero (Janson 1998), whereas perceived risk
is the animal’s own assessment of the likelihood of an attack, which
is based on past experiences and imperfect knowledge (Bouskila
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and Blumstein 1992; Hill and Dunbar 1998). Though they may
differ from each other considerably (Lima and Dill 1990), both
assessments of risk are informative from the ecologist’s perspective. Intrinsic risk is likely to drive the evolution of predator defense
strategies over evolutionary time scales (Janson 1998), whereas
perceived risk is likely to underlie short-term behavioral decisions
aimed at reducing individual risk (Lima 1998). Predictive antipredator behavior occurs when animals act on their perception of
local risk in the absence of an immediate threat. Such behaviors
may have opportunity costs if the animal must forego opportunities to find food, mates, or other important resources in order to
reduce mortality risk (Lima and Dill 1990). If those opportunity
costs are negligible, animals may benefit from continually overestimating intrinsic risk and may thus be relatively insensitive to
fluctuating levels of intrinsic risk (Bouskila and Blumstein 1992).
However, when the opportunity costs of predictive antipredator
behavior are significant, animals should benefit from the ability
to make accurate judgments about spatial and temporal heterogeneity in intrinsic risk and to respond appropriately. Therefore, an
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Methods
Study site
We conducted the study in the Santa Rosa Sector (SSR), one of
several sectors that make up the Areá de Conservación Guanacaste
UNESCO world heritage site in northwestern Costa Rica (Janzen
2000). The SSR was a functioning cattle ranch from the late 1500s
until the mid-1960s; today, after nearly 50 years of ecological restoration following centuries of anthropogenic burning and logging,
the SSR contains 106 km2 of varied habitat that stretches from
a forested coastal plateau at about 300 m above sea level to the
Pacific Ocean (Janzen 2000). Our study area was located on the
plateau, and it comprised an irregular complex of heterogeneously

damaged tropical dry forest, including some small patches of
semi-evergreen forest, deciduous dry forest in various stages of
regeneration, and some very young woody succession on recently
reclaimed cattle pastures (Fedigan and Jack 2012). Canopy height
varied markedly among these habitats, from 30 m in small pockets
of mature forest to about 6 m in the early successional stage forest (Kalacska et al. 2004). Rainfall and leaf cover in the SSR are
strongly seasonal, with a 6-month-long dry season from November
to May during which most plants shed their leaves, especially
those in the younger successional stages. Total yearly rainfall at the
site averages 1710 mm (Fedigan et al. 2008). There are a variety
of commonly encountered species in the SSR that could potentially prey on capuchin monkeys, all of which have been observed
multiple times by members of LMF’s research team. These species include 5 felids (Panthera onca, Puma concolor, Leopardus pardalis,
Leopardus wiedii, and Puma yagouaroundi); 2 canids (Canis latrans and
Urocyon cinereoargenteus); 1 large mustelid (Eira barbara); several large
raptors (Leptodon cayanensis, Micrastur semitorquatus, Pulsatrix perspicillata, Geranospiza caerulescens, Chondrohierax uncinatus, Buteogallus anthracinus, and Herpetotheres cachinnans); and 2 large snakes (Boa constrictor
and Crotalus simus) (Rose et al. 2003; personal observations).

Data collection
Study animals and observation schedule
FAC and 6 field assistants collected data on 5 social groups (BH, CP,
EX, GN, and LV) of white-faced capuchins during 2 study periods:
January to May 2010 and January to December 2011. Group sizes
ranged from 10 to 40 animals in total, and all animals were fully
habituated to human observers. The training period for each field
assistant lasted 3–5 weeks and ended when FAC and the assistant
reached 100% agreement on individual identification and 90%
agreement on all other recorded data. After the assistants began
collecting data independently, FAC continued to overlap regularly
with each assistant to ensure that the interobserver reliability established during training remained consistent. We typically followed
2 groups simultaneously with between 1 and 3 observers in each
group. We followed each group from sleep tree to sleep tree whenever possible. We rotated among groups after a fixed 5-consecutiveday schedule, with a mean ± standard error of 74.7 ± 3.39 contact
hours per group per month.
Focal animal sampling
We recorded individual vigilance behavior and microhabitat usage
during 15-min focal animal samples on all sexually mature individuals (n = 53) in the 5 social groups. We selected focal animals
in a pseudorandom order: the individual order for each round
of samples was opportunistic, but we sampled each focal animal
once before beginning the next round. During focal sampling, we
recorded instantaneous samples (Altmann 1974) on the focal animal at 1-min intervals, noting the focal animal’s activity state and
vertical position above the ground. We classified the focal animal’s
activity state at the instantaneous sample as vigilant or nonvigilant,
which could be any other activity state, including foraging, feeding,
socializing, traveling, resting, and self-grooming. We defined vigilance as scanning intently at long range while alert and stationary.
We noted the animal’s vertical position above the ground using 2
alternative methods. First, we estimated absolute height above the
ground in 5-m intervals with the endpoints 0–4 m, 5–9 m, 10–14
m, 15–19 m, 20–24 m, and >25 m. Second, we recorded a relative height category (“vertical level” hereafter) by visually dividing
the vegetation layer into equal thirds and assigning the animal to
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animal’s behavioral responses to variation in perceived risk can provide important insights about predation intensity, the opportunity
costs of antipredator behavior, the reliability of predator cues for
accurate risk assessments, and predator–prey ecosystem dynamics
(Bouskila and Blumstein 1992; Ripple and Beschta 2004; Luttbeg
and Trussell 2013).
Predictive antipredator behaviors vary with the characteristics
of the prey species and the hunting tactics of the predator species
and may include vigilance (Elgar 1989), aggregation (Elgar 1986;
Banks 2001; Link and Di Fiore 2013), and selection for particular
habitats (Creel et al. 2005; Willems and Hill 2009) or microhabitats
(Thomson et al. 2006; Cruz et al. 2013). Studies that have examined
the function of vigilance in diurnal, gregarious nonhuman primates
often conclude that vigilance serves a variety of functions, some of
which are not related to predator detection, including within-group
or extra-group conspecific monitoring, food search, and planning
travel routes (Treves 2000; Stanford 2002). We investigate predator
encounter frequencies, perceived risk, and vigilance behavior in an
arboreal primate, Cebus capucinus. We report encounter frequencies
with different predator guilds based on alarm calls and direct observation, and we characterize these encounters using a range of ecological variables. Our major goals are to develop a spatial model of
perceived predation risk for C. capucinus in this study system and to
determine whether this risk is informative for predicting the occurrence of a putative antipredator behavior, vigilance.
We make no attempt to test or distinguish between functional explanations for vigilance in general, as this question has
been addressed for capuchin monkeys elsewhere (van Schaik and
Noordwijk 1989; Rose and Fedigan 1995; Gould, Fedigan, and
Rose 1997; Hirsch 2002; Pannozzo et al. 2007), and our data set
would not have offered any improvement over these previous studies. Although measuring intrinsic risk in a complex multipredator
system is fraught with challenges (Janson 1998), perceived predation
risk can be estimated relatively easily in some nonhuman primates
(Willems and Hill 2009) due to their distinct and easily recognizable alarm-call responses to different predator guilds (Seyfarth
et al. 1980; Cheney and Wrangham 1987; Zuberbühler et al. 1997;
Digweed et al. 2005; Fichtel et al. 2005). Using an approach introduced by Willems and Hill (2009), we relate the spatial distribution
of alarm calls to the spatial distribution of systematically collected
ranging data to predator guildspecific estimates of perceived predation risk, and we explore the distribution of these risk functions
across the heterogeneous landscape. Finally, we investigate whether
incorporating these risk functions into predictive models of vigilance behavior improves prediction relative to null models of uniform risk or habitat-specific risk.
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the low, middle, or high third. The depth of the 3 vertical levels
therefore varied in proportion to the total height of the canopy,
which was typically greater in mature forest. Although this is an
unusual method of codifying height, classifications scheme based
on absolute height above the ground fail to capture the increased
exposure to the sky near the top of a low-canopy forest (~6 m),
which might fall entirely in an “understory” height category. Thus,
the high vertical level was always more exposed to the sky than the
ground, whereas the low vertical level was always more exposed
to the ground than the sky, regardless of differences in vegetation
structure or maximum canopy height at that location. We obtained
the GPS location for each instantaneous sample from track points
recorded automatically at 10-s intervals throughout the focal sample by matching the time of the sample with the most temporally
proximal track point.

that provoked each alarm-calling bout, we also recorded the animal’s species.
Habitat and microhabitat usage
We recorded the focal group’s geographic location every 30 min
on the half-hour using Garmin GPSMAP 62s handheld receivers. At the time of the group scan, we recorded the “predominant
group height,” which we defined as the absolute height category
that contained the greatest number of visible animals. Finally, we
recorded the “predominant group vertical level,” which we defined
as the vertical level that contained the greatest number of visible
animals at the time of the group scan. We used a categorical map
of land cover and a continuous map of normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), both obtained from a multispectral Landsat
5 TM satellite image of the study region acquired during peak dry
season (6 March 2011). We describe the creation and validation of
these maps elsewhere (Campos et al., forthcoming). The land cover
map consisted of 4 habitat categories, defined as in Kalacska et al.
(2004), including open grassland and bare soil, early successional
stage forest, intermediate successional stage forest, and late successional stage/mature forest. Dry season NDVI in this seasonal forest
indicates the degree of evergreenness of the vegetation represented
by the pixel. Previous research in the SSR has demonstrated that
dry season NDVI values can effectively discriminate among maturity stages of dry forest (Kalacska et al. 2004; Arroyo-Mora et al.
2005), which becomes more evergreen as it matures (Sorensen
1998). We use the term “forest maturity index” hereafter to refer to
these NDVI values.

Data analysis
Encounter frequencies and microhabitat associations
We calculated expected encounter frequencies for each predator
guild in each vertical level, absolute height, and habitat type category by multiplying the total number of encounters for each guild
by the proportion of systematic group scans in each vertical level,
absolute height, and habitat type category (i.e., overall usage). We
evaluated the observed and expected frequency distributions with
Pearson’s chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests. We grouped the infrequently used grassland habitat category with early-stage forest due
to very small expected frequencies. Because the expected counts
remained small in some categories, we computed the P values for
these tests via Monte Carlo simulations with 10 000 replicates.
When the global chi-squared test was significant, we performed
pairwise comparisons among categories, and we adjusted the P values for multiple comparisons using the Holm–Bonferroni method
(Holm 1979).
Perceived risk landscapes
To understand how the risk of encountering predators of different
guilds varied over the study region, we used a technique commonly
used in spatial epidemiology for mapping disease risk from case–
control data (Bithell 1990). We calculated a “perceived risk landscape” (Thomson et al. 2006) for each predator guild as the ratio
of predator encounter densities (the “cases”) to usage densities (the
“controls”) (Supplementary Figure S1). The resulting maps represent the probability of encountering a predator given the underlying pattern of habitat use by the study animals. We calculated
the predator encounter and usage densities from the locations of
alarm-calling bouts and systematic group scans, respectively (following Willems and Hill 2009). Based on an exploration of various candidate bandwidths, we used fixed kernel smoothing with
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Predator encounter data
On encountering a predator, white-faced capuchins often engage
in mobbing responses that may involve repeated alarm calling by
multiple individuals (Rose et al. 2003; Digweed et al. 2005; Fichtel
et al. 2005). We defined an alarm-calling bout as the period of
time including all the alarm calls directed at the perceived threat,
regardless of whether the observers could confirm that a threat
was actually present. Perceived threats could include single or
multiple allospecific animals (e.g., 1 snake or a group of tayras,
E. barbara) as well as “false alarms” given by startled animals. We
excluded alarm calls that were clearly directed at conspecific animals, such as those given during extraordinarily severe agonism
and during between-group encounters (Fichtel et al. 2005). We
also excluded rare alarm calls at humans, which were typically
given only in response to harassment by unfamiliar humans or
sudden unexpected movements by observers. We recorded contextual information for all occurrences of alarm-calling bouts that
were apparently directed at a perceived allospecific threat. This
included the absolute height category and vertical level for the animal who initiated the alarm-calling bout at the moment of discovery. Due to the chaotic nature of many alarm-calling bouts, as well
as other data collection requirements, we were unable to record
the total number of alarm calls or the identities of all the animals
involved.
We used a combination of the acoustic characteristics of alarm
calls, behavioral responses, and direct observation of potential
predators to categorize each alarm calling bout into 1 of 4 predator
guild categories: snake, other terrestrial animal, bird, and unknown.
Alarm calls by white-faced capuchins can be separated into 2 easily distinguishable acoustic classes: first, those given in response to
aerial predators and unfamiliar conspecific animals; and second,
those given in response to snakes and other terrestrial animals such
as felids (Digweed et al. 2005; Fichtel et al. 2005). We considered
alarm-calling bouts of the first acoustic class as bird alarms if they
were not followed by the conspicuous behaviors associated with
between-group encounters in this species. For calls of the second
acoustic class, we distinguished between the snake and other terrestrial animal guilds only in cases when the target was directly
observed or when the capuchins’ behavior made the distinction
unambiguous. For example, mobbing behavior that followed a
quickly moving but unobserved target clearly indicated the terrestrial animal predator guild, as all dangerous snakes at this site are
slow moving. Whenever the observers were unsure of the alarm
type for any reason, we considered the predator guild category
unknown. If the observers could confidently identify the animal
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Vigilance models
We were interested in assessing the evidence for predictive antipredator vigilance; that is, if vigilance behavior that was not clearly
related to monitoring social partners or perceived threats varied in
relation to the perceived risk landscape. Because vigilance is multifunctional, we took steps to reduce the influence of potentially
confounding social vigilance and “reactive” antipredator vigilance
in our analysis. First, adult male vigilance in this population is
strongly influenced by the likelihood of encountering extra-group
males (Rose and Fedigan 1995), and our data also support a strong
sex difference (Supplementary Figure S2). We therefore limited
our analysis to data from adult females only (n = 32). Second, we

defined vigilance to exclude scanning that was clearly aimed at food
resources or social partners. Such restrictive definitions of vigilance
have been criticized (Treves 2000), but in our case, we had no a
priori expectation that food-related or social vigilance should be
responsive to the perceived risk landscapes, nor that their exclusion
would produce biases in the occurrence of outwardly directed, nonfood vigilance. We do not claim that we have eliminated social vigilance from our data set, but rather we have reduced it as much as
possible. Third, we excluded all samples occurring less than 10 min
after an alarm-calling bout, during which heightened vigilance
is likely to be reactive (i.e., monitoring a threat that is physically
present at that moment). This 10-min time threshold is equal to
the thresholds used in previous studies to characterize heightened
antipredator vigilance following an alarm call (Blanco and Hirsch
2006; Gaynor and Cords 2012). We also considered longer 30- and
60-min time thresholds, but the results were qualitatively identical.
We analyzed vigilance behavior using generalized linear
mixed models (GLMMs) with binomial error structures and logit
link functions, implemented in the R package lme4 (Bates and
Maechler 2009), with parameter estimates obtained by the Laplace
approximation. We used instantaneous samples (n = 42 124) during
focal samples (n = 2905) as the unit of analysis. For all models, the
response variable was the focal animal’s activity state at the time of
the instantaneous sample, coded as 1 (vigilant) or 0 (not vigilant).
These binary responses were organized in groups of approximately
15 serial observations collected over the duration of 1 focal sample
(we excluded focal samples with fewer than 10 observations). To
account for within-focal-sample and within-focal-animal correlation in the response variable for this repeated-measures design, we
fit a unique focal sample ID number and the focal animal’s identity as random effects in all models. We began by constructing a
null model of uniform risk (m1) and models for habitat-specific
risk (m2), guild-specific risk (m3–m5), and combined risk (m6), all
measured at the location of the instantaneous sample (Table 1).
Based on data exploration (Supplementary Figure S3) and research
by others (de Ruiter 1986; van Schaik and Noordwijk 1989; Rose
and Fedigan 1995; Hirsch 2002), we had reason to believe that the

Table 1
Candidate model set and model selection for the occurrence of vigilant vigilance behavior
Model

Fixed effects

m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6
m7

Null model (intercept only)
Habitat type
Snake risk
Terrestrial risk
Bird risk
Combined risk
Vertical level

m8
m9
m10
m11
m12

Vertical level + Habitat type
Vertical level + Snake risk
Vertical level + Terrestrial risk
Vertical level + Bird risk
Vertical level + Combined risk

m13
m14
m15
m16
m17

Vertical level × Habitat type
Vertical level × Snake risk
Vertical level × Terrestrial risk
Vertical level × Bird risk
Vertical level × Combined risk

AICc

ΔAICc

wi

Ev. ratio

Rank

3
5
4
4
4
4
5

10146.6
10149.7
10147.6
10147.8
10137.5
10130.0
10117.2

44.31
47.37
45.24
45.45
35.21
27.72
14.92

~10−10
~10−11
~10−10
~10−10
~10−8
~10−6
~10−4

~109
~1010
~1010
~1010
~107
~106
1734

15
14
16
17
13
12
6

7
6
6
6
6

10120.8
10118.6
10118.3
10107.8
10102.3

18.43
16.24
15.97
5.47
0

~10−4
~10−4
~10−4
0.048
0.745

~104
3360
2935
15.4
1

5
8
7
3
1

11
8
8
8
8

10125.9
10122.0
10122.1
10110.8
10105.0

23.62
19.66
19.81
8.52
2.69

~10−5
~10−5
~10−5
0.011
0.195

K

~105
~104
~104
70.93
3.83

11
9
10
4
2

All models include the random effects focal sample number and focal animal. The model with the greatest empirical support (m12) is shown in bold. Estimated
coefficients for the gray-shaded models are plotted in Figure 4. K: number of parameters; AICc: corrected Akaike’s Information Criterion; ΔAICc: change in
AICc between each model and the best model (m12); wi: Akaike weight; Ev. ratio: evidence ratio.
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a bandwidth of 100 m for smoothing the density estimates. We
implemented boundary correction for all data sets following the
procedure developed by Diggle (1985). We defined the boundary
of the study area as the 95% isopleth of the kernel density estimate based on all systematic group scan points. A small number of
encounters on the outermost fringes were therefore excluded from
the analysis; we feel this is appropriate to reduce possibly spurious results in areas that were used very infrequently. We identified
subregions with significantly elevated or lowered risk by delineating upper and lower tailed adaptive asymptotic tolerance contours
(Davies and Hazelton 2010) at the 0.05 significance level using the
R package sparr (Davies et al. 2011). Having delineated these “hot
spots” and “cool spots” of perceived predation risk for each predator guild, we were interested in characterizing these zones relative
to the surrounding landscape. First, we calculated the proportion
of the landscape within each zone (high risk, low risk, and neither)
represented by each of the 4 habitat classes. Second, we visually
examined differences in the medians, interquartile ranges, and
probability densities of the forest maturity index values contained
within each zone using violin plots and box plots. In addition to the
3 predator guilds, we carried out these analysis steps for a “combined risk” landscape, which included the alarm-calling bouts for
all 3 guilds plus all the bouts that could not be confidently assigned
to a particular guild.

Campos and Fedigan • Perceived predation risk in white-faced capuchins

Alarm-calling bouts directed at birds were approximately 3 times
more frequent than alarm-calling bouts directed at snakes or other
terrestrial animals (Figure 1). Most alarm-calling bouts directed at
snakes or other terrestrial animals involved multiple animals (75%
and 59%, respectively), but fewer bouts directed at birds involved
multiple animals (36%) (Figure 1). The global chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests comparing observed and expected frequencies of
alarm-calling bouts among vertical levels and absolute height categories deviated significantly from null expectations for all predator guilds (Supplementary Table S1). Pairwise comparisons of
observed predator encounter frequencies among absolute height
categories and vertical levels revealed several noteworthy deviations
from expected frequencies. Consistent with expectations, alarmcalling bouts directed at the bird predator guild were more likely
to originate in the high vertical level and absolute height categories
and less likely to originate in the low vertical levels and absolute
height categories (Figure 2). An opposite pattern was evident for
both the snake and terrestrial mammal predator guilds (Figure 2).
For habitat type, the chi-squared tests revealed that encounters with

400
36%

75%

200
8%

59%
27%

24%

14%
1%

0
Bird

Snake

Terrestrial

Predator Guild

Animals Involved

Multiple

One

Unclear

Figure 1
Total number of encounters (i.e., distinct alarm-calling bouts) for snake,
terrestrial, and bird predator guilds that involved one versus multiple alarmcalling animals. The “unclear” category refers to cases in which the number
of animals involved was not obvious. Predator guild–specific percentages for
each encounter type are shown above the bars.

the bird predator guild were less frequent than expected, whereas
encounters with the terrestrial predator guild were more frequent
than expected in early-stage forest (Supplementary Table S1,
Supplementary Figure S8).

Perceived risk landscapes
The perceived risk landscapes for each predator guild and for combined risk are presented in Figure 3 (see also Supplementary Figures
S1 and S5). For the bird and combined predator guilds, high-risk
zones showed greater proportional coverage of mature forest and
lesser proportional coverage of grassland and early forest than lowrisk zones (Supplementary Figure S6a). For the terrestrial predator
guild, high-risk zones showed greater proportional coverage of the
younger habitat classes, but the pattern was not as clear as in the
case of bird risk or combined risk (Supplementary Figure S6a). For
the snake predator guild, the different risk zones did not clearly
differ in their habitat composition (Supplementary Figure S6a).

Table 2
Variables obtained for each instantaneous scan during focal samples
Name

Description

Vertical level

Relative height above the ground (low, middle, or high), obtained by visually dividing the vegetation layer into equal thirds.

Absolute height
Group size

Absolute height above the ground in 5-m intervals.
Total number of individuals in the focal group at the time of the sample.

Habitat type

Land cover type delimited over a grid with 30 × 30 m pixels. Categories include open grassland and bare soil, early
successional stage forest, intermediate successional stage forest, and late successional stage/mature forest.

Forest maturity

A continuous index of evergreenness measured over a grid of 30 × 30 m pixels. The values are based on peak dry season
NDVI, which correlates with forest maturity in this ecosystem.

Perceived snake risk
Perceived terrestrial risk

Value of the perceived snake risk landscape, calculated as log (snake encounter density/habitat use density).
Value of the perceived terrestrial predator risk landscape, calculated as log (terrestrial animal encounter density/habitat use
density).
Value of the perceived bird risk landscape, calculated as log (bird encounter density/habitat use density).
Value of the combined perceived risk landscape, which includes encounters with all 3 predator guilds listed above as well as
all encounters for which the guild could not be determined.

Perceived bird risk
Perceived combined risk

The first 3 variables were recorded in the field, whereas the remaining variables were obtained by overlaying the location of the scan with the relevant map.
Encounter densities for the different predator guilds are based on all occurrence sampling of the locations of guild-specific alarm-calling bouts. Based on data
exploration, we excluded the gray-shaded variables from the models of vigilance behavior..
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Results
Alarm-calling bouts and predator guilds

56%

Number of Encounters

focal animal’s vertical level would influence the occurrence of antipredator vigilance and that it could potentially interact with habitat
type or the perceived risk landscapes. Therefore, we also considered
a vertical-level model (m7), additive models that included vertical
level and the different risk scenarios (m8–m12), as well as models with interactions between vertical level and risk (m13–m17)
(Table 1). We omitted variables that were somewhat redundant
with this set of variables, including absolute height category and
forest maturity index. We also omitted group size from the models
because our exploratory analysis suggested that vigilance behavior
did not vary linearly with group size (Supplementary Figure S4),
which is consistent with previous findings at this site (Rose and
Fedigan 1995). All variables included or considered for this analysis are summarized in Table 2. We calculated model ranks, Akaike
weights, and evidence ratios on the basis of AICc values (Burnham
and Anderson 2002; Burnham et al. 2011).
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5
0
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5
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*
n = 51
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*
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n = 57
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n = 53
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1.0

1.0
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n= 5
n = 28
n = 63
***
n= 2
n= 4
n = 26
n = 76

0.0

***

0.5

Relative Difference

Terrestrial

150

0.0

Snake

100

−0.5

***

Bird

50

Number of Encounters

d

Terrestrial

25
20
15
10
5
0

n = 81

−1.0

Snake

25
20
15
10
5
0

n = 129

Low

Bird

25
20
15
10
5
0

0

Middle

400

Expected

n = 80

1.0

Figure 2
Observed and expected number of encounters (i.e., distinct alarm-calling bouts) for snake, terrestrial, and bird predator guilds, stratified by (a, b) vertical
level or (c, d) absolute height above ground (in 5-m increments). Expected values are based on the proportional use of each vertical level or absolute height
category during systematic sampling. Relative difference calculated as (observed − expected)/expected. Sample sizes in the relative difference plots indicate
the observed number of encounters for that condition. Significance stars indicate Holm–Bonferroni adjusted P values for pairwise comparisons among
categories (*Padj < 0.05, **Padj < 0.01, ***Padj < 0.001).

These patterns were corroborated by examining the distributions
of forest maturity indices in each zone. For the bird and combined
predator guilds, high-risk zones were more mature and low-risk
zones were less mature, whereas the opposite was observed for the
terrestrial predator guild (Supplementary Figure S6b).

Vigilance and predation risk
Table 1 summarizes the model selection on our candidate set of
models for vigilance behavior. No model that included an interaction effect was supported over a simpler, otherwise identical model
without the interaction effect. Therefore, we do not consider the
subset of models with interaction effects further (m13–m17). All
models that included vertical level were supported over all models
excluding this variable. The estimated coefficients for the subset of
models that include vertical level, 1 guild or habitat risk scenario,
and no interaction effects (m8–m12) are shown in Figure 4. The
highest ranked model, m12, included the fixed-effects vertical

level and combined risk landscape (Table 1). Among the remaining models, only m11, which included both bird risk and vertical
level, was identified as remotely plausible (m11: ΔAICc = 5.47;
all other models: ΔAICc > 14). However, m12 had considerably
more empirical support. Consistent with our exploratory analysis
(Supplementary Figure S3), animals were more likely to be vigilant
in the low vertical level compared with the middle and high levels,
which did not differ from each other. Furthermore, higher combined or bird risk landscape values predicted greater occurrence
of vigilance. Habitat type and the risk landscape values for snakes
and terrestrial animals were consistently poor predictors of vigilance behavior, and their inclusion did not improve model performance compared with a null model of uniform risk. For the highest
ranked model (m12), the marginal and conditional R2, as defined
by Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013) for GLMMs, were 0.0147 and
0.415, respectively. The corresponding interpretation is that in the
best model, 1.47% of the variance in vigilance was explained by
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Figure 3
Log-relative risk functions for each predator guild based on alarm-calling data and given the underlying pattern of habitat usage, with asymptotic tolerance
contours showing zones of heighted risk (solid) and reduced risk (dashed). Small gray crosses indicate the locations of recorded alarm-calling bouts. The
“combined” guild includes the other 3 guilds as well as all alarm-calling bouts that could not be confidently assigned to a guild.

the fixed factors, and 41.5% of the variance was explained by both
fixed and random factors.

Discussion
Predator encounters and perceived danger
As others have noted (Janson 1998; Isbell 2005), observations of
predator encounters and alarm calling are not reliable indicators of
intrinsic risk, which requires long-term mortality data and/or independent observations on predator species to evaluate accurately.
However, our data suggest that there was considerable variability
among predator guilds in how reliably the occurrence of an alarm
call signified actual danger. Many bird alarms for which we were
able to identify the target were directed at presumably nondangerous species such as crested guans (Penelope purpurascens), vultures
(Coragyps atratus and Cathartes aura), and raptors too small to pose
a legitimate threat (e.g., double-toothed kite, Harpagus bidentatus)
(Supplementary Figure S7). To a lesser extent, this was also true
for the terrestrial guild. By contrast, snakes were encountered less
frequently, but there were relatively few alarm calls given to nondangerous snakes. It seems likely that flying birds would be more
readily misidentified by the monkeys because they are fast moving
and possibly farther away than potential threats in the snake or

terrestrial guilds. There may be negligible cost to erring on the side
of caution by emitting an alarm call whenever the animal is startled by a large bird flying nearby, even if most such cases involve
nondangerous birds.
It is striking that despite the frequent “false alarms” at nondangerous birds, vigilance behavior was more responsive to the perceived risk landscape for birds than for snakes or terrestrial animals.
Raptors are the primary predators of many neotropical primate
species (Hart 2000, 2007; Ferrari 2009). Our finding that proportionally fewer bird encounters involve multiple calling animals is
consistent with a previous study (Fichtel et al. 2005) and with the
idea that neotropical primates are less likely to mob raptors than
other types of predators, perhaps because mobbing is relatively
ineffectual against raptors (Ferrari 2009). The true impact of raptor predation on our study animals may be reduced relative to
some sites because all of the large-bodied raptor species that are
preeminent primate hunters are absent from SSR, including the
harpy eagle (Harpia harpyja), crested eagle (Morphnus guianensis), and
hawk-eagles (Spizaetus spp.) (Hart 2000, 2007; Ferrari 2009; Fichtel
2012). Nonetheless, aerial predators appeared to contribute more
substantially to the combined perceived risk landscape than did the
other predator guilds, which reinforces the idea that raptors exert
major selective pressures on neotropical primates (Hart 2007).
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white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), and agoutis (Dasyprocta punctata) (Supplementary Figure S7). However, we lack independent
location data for these and other potentially threatening species to
analyze their habitat associations. In a system with fewer predator
species, it may be possible to tease apart species-level contributions
to the perceived risk landscape that may have been obscured by our
use of multispecies predator guilds. Taken together these findings
suggest that, for our study system, habitat type is not a particularly
accurate cue on which to base behavioral decisions for reducing
predation risk for any of the 3 guilds.
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We avoid making further quantitative inferences about the degree
of perceived risk posed by the different predator guilds because we
do not know if the monkeys attribute equal weight to each alarmcalling bout, as we have done. For example, we do not know if
“false alarm” bouts by startled monkeys at nondangerous species
are quickly forgotten, or if, by raising the specter of a legitimate
threat, such bouts make real contributions to shaping the perceived
risk landscape. The challenge of attributing meaningful “weights”
to different alarm-calling bouts, each of which is unique in its own
way, may be a fruitful direction for future studies of perceived risk
in primates.

Spatial characteristics of alarms and risk zones
The spatial distribution of alarm-calling bouts did not reveal
straightforward relationships between habitat type and guild-specific
risk. High- and low-risk zones for snakes were entirely undifferentiated from the surrounding landscape in terms of habitat composition, which indicates that the likelihood of encountering snake
predators did not vary with habitat type (see also Supplementary
Figure S8). The picture was slightly more complicated for bird and
terrestrial predation risk, and by extension, for all guilds combined.
For birds, early-stage successional forest carried reduced encounter
risk (Supplementary Figure S8). This could reflect the habitat preferences or densities of birds that are likely to elicit alarm-calling
responses by the monkeys. For example, several of the large bird
species that were commonly encountered (e.g., crested guans, P. purpurascens) or that provoked intense alarm responses (e.g., collared
forest falcon, M. semitorquatus; gray-headed kite, L. cayanensis; spectacled owl, P. perspicillata) seemed to be most common in mature forest, and there appeared to be few suitable perches for such species
in very young, low-canopy forest. The tendency for young forest to
carry greater risk for the terrestrial guild (Supplementary Figure S8)
may appear somewhat puzzling, but we believe that this result was
heavily influenced by very frequent encounters with some nondangerous species that sometimes elicited alarm-calling bouts and were
common in young forest, including white-nosed coatis (Nasua narica),
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Figure 4
Estimated coefficients for the subset of models for the occurrence of
vigilance that include vertical level, 1 guild or habitat risk scenario, and
no interaction effects (m8–m12). Estimates are relative to the baseline
categories “Low” for vertical level and “Early Forest” for habitat. Vigilance
was coded as 1 (vigilant) or 0 (not vigilant). All models include the random
effects focal sample number and focal animal. Thick lines show ±1 standard
deviation; thin lines show ±2 standard deviations. Model m12 received
greatest empirical support.

The predictive model that incorporated the perceived predation
risk function for all guilds combined was strongly supported over
null models of uniform risk or habitat-specific risk for predicting
the occurrence of vigilance. This finding suggests that vigilance
behavior was heightened in higher risk areas in the absence of an
actual threat and is therefore at least partly predictive. Moreover,
the combined risk model had considerably more empirical support
than any of the guild-specific risk models, which suggests that the
“true” perceived risk landscape is built by integrating information
about risk from multiple predator guilds. However, the marginal
and conditional R2 values of the highest ranked model provide
an important insight that must be considered: most of the data
variability existed in the random effects, whereas the amount of
variation explained by the fixed effects—vertical level and risk landscape—was rather small (1.47%). Does this mean that the effects of
the predictor variables on vigilance behavior in our most supported
model are in fact trivial? Abelson (1985) discusses the disparity
between the magnitude of R2 values and their practical meaning in
cases where small, chronic influences produce meaningful cumulative outcomes. Because long-distance scanning is a relatively brief,
low-cost behavior, the animals may benefit from continually overestimating perceived risk (Bouskila and Blumstein 1992), weakening
the linkage between fluctuating levels of perceived risk and predictive vigilance behavior. Below, we discuss 2 additional reasons why
our best vigilance model may have had low explanatory power.
First, we have not considered the role that different predator
encounter histories and risk perceptions among individual animals
might play in modulating vigilance behavior. Although some primates adjust alarm-calling behavior based on the degree of danger
(Papworth et al. 2008; Casar et al. 2012) or the ignorance of other
group members (Wich and de Vries 2006; Papworth et al. 2008;
Crockford et al. 2012), we believe it is unlikely that information
about every alarm-calling bout will be shared perfectly among all
group members. Accordingly, there is probably significant interindividual variation in perceived risk landscapes. Accounting for such
variation by tracking individual encounter histories was beyond the
scope of this study, but future work may improve on our findings
by relating the informational environment to variation in individual
risk perceptions and behavioral responses.
Second, it is widely acknowledged that vigilance in primates
serves a variety of functions (Treves 2000; Gaynor and Cords
2012). Realistically, we should not expect vigilance behavior to be
finely tuned to any single predictor variable, including a perceived
risk landscape, which is likely to be an imprecise abstraction to
the animals themselves and which we can only estimate inexactly.
Our goal in this study was to determine whether spatially explicit
perceived risk functions provide meaningful information for predicting the occurrence of antipredator vigilance. Due to data limitations and for the sake of simplicity, our vigilance models have not
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accounted for many other purported influences on primate vigilance behavior, including dominance relationships, kinship, number
of neighbors (Gaynor and Cords 2012), spatial position relative to
the group center (Hirsch and Morrell 2011), and the likelihood of
an intergroup encounter (Rose and Fedigan 1995). Although we
took steps to limit the effects of some of these factors, we have no
doubt that substantial variability remained in the data due to factors that we did not consider. Thus, the low marginal R2 suggests
that our best model was an oversimplification of a complex biological reality, but it does not invalidate our primary conclusions.
Given that the estimated effects of vertical level on vigilance behavior agreed with our intuition and with previous studies (de Ruiter
1986; van Schaik and Noordwijk 1989; Rose and Fedigan 1995;
Hirsch 2002) and that the estimated effects of the combined perceived risk landscape on vigilance were significantly positive in our
highest ranked model, our results demonstrate predictive antipredator vigilance that varied in response to a perceived risk landscape.

Behavioral strategies to mitigate perceived predation risk can
reveal important information about predator–prey dynamics. Here
we have shown that in white-faced capuchins, one such behavior,
vigilance, varies with spatial fluctuations of perceived risk, albeit
loosely. Our analytical approach could be improved with more
detailed ecological characterization of risk zones, independent data
on predator distributions, and finer quantification of perceived
risk for each encounter. Future work may build on these results by
incorporating perceived predation risk into predictive models of
space use and habitat selection, which may in turn shed light on a
wide range of ecological processes. For example, Willems and Hill
(2009) have shown that, in vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus pygerythrus),
the effects of perceived risk may exceed those of resource distribution in driving space use patterns.
In view of the SSR’s unique history as a pioneer project for
large-scale habitat restoration (Janzen 2000), the findings of this
study also have implications for restoration ecology because they
highlight spatial variability in the pressures faced by a primate population as it repopulates a regenerating, mosaic habitat. Previous
research in the SSR has found that while sympatric primate species
Alouatta paliatta and Ateles geoffroyi are largely confined to mature forest, C. capucinus readily exploits a wide range of regenerating habitats including forest as young as 14 years (Sorensen and Fedigan
2000) and open, grassy areas. Our results suggest a possible benefit
to C. capucinus from exploiting these disturbed habitats: perceived
predation risk from aerial predators and overall predator encounter
rates are reduced in younger habitats. Thus, the ability to exploit
disturbed buffer or edge habitats, which are often given low conservation priority, may provide unexpected advantages to adaptable
species, such as refuge from some types of predators.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material can be found at http://www.beheco.
oxfordjournals.org/.
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